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EVERY STEP OF  THE WAY

Digital Pathology
Charles River has developed a comprehensive digital pathology platform that supports standard and specialized discovery 

and safety assessment studies. The foundation of this platform is our suite of digital slide scanners in North America and 

Europe and our integrated slide management system, eSlide Manager (eSM) and Patholytix Preclinical. The Leica, Olympus, 

and Hamamatsu scanners communicate globally through a data hub and connect a team of nearly 150 pathologists 

with each other and their clients. The scanners produce whole slide images (WSI) of microscopic slides at a range of 

magnifications, supporting fit-for-purpose use for diverse activities such as diagnostic primary and peer review, machine 

and deep learning-based image analysis, and stereology.  

Digital Primary and Peer Review
Our digital primary and peer review capabilities enable client, Charles River, and consultant pathologists to interact virtually. 

Digital primary slide review can be done anywhere in the world using eSM through a secure interface. Presently, primary 

slide review is only established for Discovery and nGLP work; however, we expect to have scanners validated for primary 

review in 2021. Digital peer review is already in place for all study types (Discovery, nGLP, and GLP) adding flexibility to this 

critical toxicology best practice. Our implementation of the innovative Patholytix Preclinical slide management system further 

advances digital primary and peer review with a seamless, ergonomic, and user-friendly experience for the peer review 

pathologist.  

Telepathology
Many of our sites and pathologists have tools that advance collaboration and facilitate consultation even when WSI are not 

immediately available. In these instances, teams use glass slides with standard microscope cameras and/or virtual reality 

systems like Augmentiqs. Client scientists, toxicologists, and pathologists can dial into our microscopes or use other tools 

like Skype to engage real time with our pathologists.  Our flexibility using telepathology will continue to advance as we see 

WSI production as a standard in study conduct.
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Machine and Deep Learning-Based Image Analysis and Stereology
Our machine and deep learning image analysis and stereology capabilities take advantage of available WSI platforms with 

software applications from Aiforia, Deciphex, and Visiopharm. Charles River’s global working group of pathologists and 

scientists have expertise in developing algorithms that produce relevant data to drive progress for both discovery and safety 

assessment programs. In addition, our in-house and partnering computer scientists, statisticians, and other specialists 

contribute to study design, development, and testing. These image analysis algorithms and stereology methods support 

pathologists’ decision making and production of primary data for nGLP and GLP studies.
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